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Over the course of time, observers from all faiths and cultures have found that the so-called technological civilisation, which in the early 21st century had reached the peak of its influence, was a fundamentally doomed endeavour carrying a nihilist destination in its very foundations, that until being turned against itself could only bring about destruction. Nowhere this is more obvious than when a regime confronted by the truth is turning against those who share it.

Is it true that at that time dead people were walking the streets? Yes they did, but they were so stupid that they did not even realise. In the 21st century Earth was a living hell calling itself the best of all possible worlds. But what seems naturally absurd in fact is the plausible wallpaper of an absurd condition: The civilisation that fails not only the revolutionary test of being given an opportunity to abuse and not taking it, but then also the necessity to accept the final result thereof. At that point the conflict over its purpose is turning from an equal dispute into an asymmetric aggression – the dead are walking the streets to outnumber the living. At the same time, the propaganda of routine is running hot, by means of which the dead postpone their fate until they have not only lost the war but the fight as well.

This is where the insurgents come in to tear apart the entire illusion before it begins to hurt. The compassionate outlook on a society, in which all hopes reaching beyond its crippled collective imagination are getting sucked up into an entity that appears to escape direct definition, can only be to try to save it from the worst consequences of its fatal actions. The most successful strategy to unwind the plausibly deniable terror of the national security state is the one that leaves open both directions: The possibility that it is to refrain from its crimes, to repent their intent, and to disable the capacities thereof, as well as the possibility to close the death gap by overpopulation making all indispensable people dispensable.

It is one of the most elementary insights in demographics: All people are living their lives and therefore the reproduction of the species on the base of non-intervention consent, and yet it is unstoppable as a river flow that, when an evil conspiracy such as the national security state in the form of its brain-dead employees pollutes the streets, swells to wash away the dirt. In other words, the cause of disproportionate population growth is the existence of conspiracy against which the aware individual is powerless until unconscious masses roll it off without awareness. An unnatural asymmetry in population growth is the reflection of an unnatural asymmetry in the inner structure of it.

If there is a siege of the ten thousand against the one, there also will be the siege of the ten billion against the one million. Mathematically, that is the ruling class of a hundred countries of average size or two-hundred thereof below average. Once outnumbering becomes an accepted tactic, and be it only in the smallest dimension, it will proliferate all over the place and result in its demographic meltdown. And all the more so in case of local variations such as shrinking populations in areas that had been overpopulated relatively early.

This demographic reality – injustice breeds instability – is the guiding line for this approach to paint a widely visible canvas illustrating the depravity of the violent system calling itself capitalist democracy. To reach the masses and get through the propaganda noise, politically motivated art can prepare the people for the truth. This is the third leg of the “Moron Hunt through Haze October” / “Moron Conquest in Leafy October” trilogy. Have fun!
Eleven Steps

Number: One
Title: Fiorina Pledges To Expand Honking Program
Date: Saturday Nov 7th, 2015
Name: Nana K. Illsyou

Content: At a town hall meeting with hand-picked supporters in Vienna, New Mexico Republican Presidential candidate Carly Fiorina said if elected she would multiply the bipartisan efforts to silence political opponents. “I can picture Lendman from my car,” she said. “And when he takes a deep breath I can push the button. And so can you. Yes, we can ddos-ize our individual opponents the same way we do against a True Korean Government Spokesperson.” Fiorina said she planned to create any number of jobs required by her former employer.

“We did what we only can describe very smart as. Since our last candidate formally failed because the liberals openly swallowed our assassination policy and their candidate signed anything the agency put on its desk, killing the only competitive advantage of the conservative, this time we chose a different approach. I am not a ´cellphone candidate´ as the cartoonists would like to say, my agency put me through an agent-laundering program where I did consumer electronics management on anything but cellphones. So I do have a real cover job besides renaming my secret spying to public administration.”

“Never before a national security woman brought it that far. And what brought me there is endless hours of hard work behind the steering wheel (actually 90% idling and 10% nonsense, the Editor). But even as I have climbed the ladder, I do not forget bread and salt for the rank and file agent at the bottom of the pyramid scheme. We will give you jobs while we sabotage your other opportunities, we will buy you cars while we castigate foreign competitors, and pay you wages while we are bleeding out your currency. Trust me, I am as you got to know me. Trump only speculates in money, we do with your lives.”

The statement caused an uproar in external audiences, causing critics to say they would entirely abstain from giving any contributions to the ballot box, neither for expansionists nor for swallowers, even if that might make them targets of the discussed program. An environmental web campaigner texted: “Very very simple, let us become more conscious objectors than they can hire for it and it is done.” But some critics described that approach as naive. It would only be true if the honks were to take a sportive attitude, but since the public honking attacks were only the tip of an iceberg of covert fraud it was an asymmetric situation.

I talked to Valentin Caspar Von Grimmelshausen, a commentator who says he has different focus preferences. VCVG, as he is being called by these familiar with his efforts, is often quoted with his saying that it was the agency’s own fault to attract his attention and become target of his research, said there were two major breakthroughs recently achieved on the issue, but that it was still decisive to introduce it with all due precaution to avoid “anyone including myself” getting irradiated.

“The first instances of nuclear scientists seeking refuge in embassies over what they described as ‘psychological terror’ were still news items, but the now bipartisan failure to intimidate Iran had remarkable side-effects already in its early stages. The quoted makeshift description by an off-topic
specialist, meant to trigger interdisciplinary investigation of an observation beyond its own expertise, already nails the centrepiece of the problem: The handling of stealth assassination threats masquerading as spontaneous bad behaviour must footnote the lesson on the banality of evil.”

“But the specific topological challenge for me was to turn what once had taken others an immense effort to be designed as an one-way street into a bidirectional situation. Once you can decide whether it is the government telling you all it was missing to shoot you was a bullet that left no forensic evidence, or a human being in a car seeing a bouncing flashy playbook cross the road, it becomes a great deal easier to handle.”

“Our first results were banalities as well: The honks take no respect of disabled or ailing relatives, or even of the dead. It can happen everywhere regardless whether you relocate next to a nursing home or you are on your way to a family funeral. The most likely culprit in it is the person that never manages to step out of the shadow of its father. But our first scientific breakthrough came when we found a harassment situation targeting a married couple with a newborn. There it turned out that they would wake up the entire bloc whenever a feed that reached them went to tickle their greed.”

“The expectation to beat negative feedback out of a situation is the single most important trigger of the behaviour. The words ‘quiet hubby, it is sleeping’ were seducing them to emit noise not only to steal the sleep, but also because that would be expected to make you so angry over it that they would be uttered more often, resulting in ever more noise, less sleep and more anger, and so forth. You know, like in an old European witch hunt where you would have to prove your innocence by surviving drowning. When they smelled such opportunity they could not abstain from biting our hook.”

“But what can it help to trigger something we do not want at all in the first place? It can only be used like the soldiers goose-stepping the bridge until resonance breaks it. So we can implement heuristics to approach that resonance. For that purpose there now is an open source micro-professor out in the public domain, allowing anyone to get rid of unsolicited bridges as easily as a dentist takes the calculus off your teeth. By bridges in this context we mean the efforts of the honks to get in lock-step with you as to make you get in lock-step with them. But that alone is not sufficient if you want yourself and your loved ones to catch some sleep.”

“The second breakthrough was achieved when we found an instance of a cop being targeted by the program on the job. He was a counter-narcotics officer and with becoming a target his success rate increased so dramatically that his supervisors wanted to promote him. There the NS agency intervened with the police leadership and he was re-dispatched to supervise speeding cameras at the entrances of the town, where the program still gave him a high success rate but no promotion since a significant share of the bills was never paid. We realised how we could easily broaden the unintended consequences of the attacks so much that the honks would either stop in their own interest or wave their badges to someone with actual or putative influence on the target.”

“Why is this a scientific breakthrough? We have learned that unrelated to our research there is a sort of junk science out there presumably circulated by the perpetrators themselves and with the only purpose to distract external observers. For example, you might find a paper on the speed re-dispatching case alleging that the program had been even more useless than in other instances, when the truth is that the same
uselessness is just subject to much better visibility. We encountered fake research for the only purpose of collaterally suggesting its targets would have consented in being targeted which of course they did not.”

“There were surveys covering only those who at some point developed a hostage syndrome declaring the side-effects of the latter to be the only effects of the program. We found medics who treated targets for illness Y until they got illness Z alleging that the program caused neither X nor Y. There were several bricks of studies the mere time to plough through would consume man-years for picking up nothing but the shallow assertion that people had always been angry and cars had been honking in traffic ever since people ceased yelling to the horses in their yokes. There’s loads of liars and hypocrites who have that much to lose from the shutdown of the program that they would rather come up with any tosh like that.”

Grimmelshausen told me a personal experience to illustrate the seriousness of the issue. He had waited for a reporter in a café like the one where we talked, but the colleague did not appear to the appointment. When he finally paid the bill, there was an awful noise on the street, a horn with a tangential Doppler effect, and a heavy crash soon thereafter. “You can imagine how Moses might have felt facing the walls of water just before it would come to include the soldiers. I stepped out of the door, checked that there were sufficient witnesses to brief the first responders, which there were, and went away from the smouldering pile of debris down the road before any undertakers would arrive to mind my own business. Unimaginable what might have happened had I first gone to the counter and then downstairs to the toilets rather than the other way round.”

He said the purpose of such independent research was to give people a rock-solid stepping stone to escape unpleasant surprises caused by the program, and that he saw a higher chance of success in depriving it of its payload than in confronting it with a theatrical benefit of the doubt. I asked VCVG what he saw as the distinctive feature of the NSA-H campaign. – “What kind of question is that meant to be? A Crocodile Hunting With A Sadhu question? Nothing can adapt so much to your space without understanding your true intent.” – “So when it is not what the honks would like to walk you to, what is it that you really want?” – “Do you even need to ask? I like to do independent research on any subject matter of my choice, not just on honks playing teamball in my laboratory.”

Grimmelshausen also said that the valley where he was hiding in a honk-proof shelter was threatened by climate change. “That enlarges a bit on it. The natural, rational, human thing would be for the honks to cease it and say sorry. But instead they seem to be wanting to bring about a second cosmic summer our species and most relatives would not come to survive.” – “Is there anything else you would like to tell our readers?” – “From the fact that our awareness groups now have to apply waterproof tactics straight out of the lotus pond of antifascist resistance in the Papasian archipelago to appropriately retaliate against the regime honks you can see where the program belongs.” I paid the bill and this time no strange incidents occurred.
A Nobel Peace Prize Committee spokesperson in Oslo told a local newspaper journalist that rumours alleging Myanmar’s only participant in the program had met Thailand’s king on the sidelines of a recent bilateral meeting of the military leaderships of the two countries were untrue. This was the result of an internal investigation asking the laureate in the oil-war-torn country. The journalist had said in a series on oil industry outlooks that Myanmar had been the Nigeria of the 20th century and therefore was entitled to some degree of scepticism against outsiders, and criticised San Suu Kyi for the alleged meeting.

According to the report, the good daughter of her father known for her notorious endorsement of bad governance in Western countries had been served a letter from the Thai king alleging his security services said she had extra intelligence on the Raha Prasun attack, and asking for a briefing. She then took the opportunity to raise her human rights issues, as usual with a focus on her own country, which always was at the receiving end of world wars, the Norse report had alleged. The Committee now has officially confirmed that no such handshake has taken place.

There were no statements on the authenticity of the letter though. The Thai junta is so desperately grabbing for any straw that it seems no idea could be far enough off the mark not to be rated as welcome, and a request for contact by the royal family could indicate Bangkok was throwing out the hook for a big fish. Investigations of the bombing have stalled so far as the security services of the countries to which the suspects could be tracked remained hesitant to cooperate. The spokesperson also said that Declan Barck had spoiled his own credibility with the surplus allegation the meeting would have been scheduled on the king’s birthday, which patriots celebrate as a national holiday at least as mandatory as voting.

In the same series, Barck also claimed that he would have obtained details on the Sinai plane crash from an ongoing investigation against a popular mosque in the midnight sun region. There a Nigerian preacher had alleged that Mujahideen had taken camp inside a shrub next to the airfield during the night, performed a stint operation attaching a magnetic mine to the target aircraft – with a rubber coat so it would not even make a sound – in the morning, and spent the entire rest of the day there only equipped with ear protectors, to successfully retreat into the dark again.

The external cause that broke the plane in the air would not have been a rocket-propelled grenade or a cargo bomb, but a design also used by Greenpeace to prevent whale suicide attacks against tourist beaches, the preacher was reported to have elaborated. Investigators on the ground said though that it was more likely that heavy-duty anti-freezing additives occasionally used by the Russian carrier turned out to be incompatible with Saudi snake oil otherwise unproblematic for refuelling. But that would be as improbable as two aircraft crashing in the air due to insufficient ground control handover procedures.

Barck earlier had alleged that the Dalai Lama had entirely redesigned his relationship with the European Union when he read a book on corruption in Brussels, encountered a proofreading error, memorised the page number for his conclusion, read a bit further and went to sleep, only to wake up with the news of a landslide whose death toll finally came to a halt at the precise number he had memorised.

But that report, though not yet attracting international attention, turned out to be detrimental for the reputation of his wife, a former model who became an influential campaigner in esoteric groups in the
Norwegian capital. Barck has been targeted by corruption investigations revolving around Oslo’s bid for hosting the Nato presidency, but claimed he had never met Stollberg and that it would have been wiser if the rumours against him would have been more specific in which currency the alleged payments would have been made.

Rohingya Muslims inside Myanmar increasingly have become scapegoats for blind nationalism, such as Chinese nationals in Vietnam and Hindu practitioners in the Philippines. Rohingya Elders repeatedly stated that it was not useful to find peace to change from blind nationalism to blind reconciliation, and that the people only will understand what is going on in the world from learning to see, not from bashing these who cannot afford to detach themselves that much from its turbulences or appeasing these guilty therein. Yet the junta is known to make up audacious allegations of Rohingya attacks against troops.

San Suu Kyi is widely criticised as lesser evil in a military-besieged political process and sell-out of national interests in the fields of oil war regulation and compensation reminding of Libya’s trench war legacy, while many Burmese Buddhists tend to associate Rohingya tribes with Arab oil wealth as much as Jews are often being seen as mouthpieces of the American military-industrial complex. Some clerics in Mandalay have warned against hostile takeovers of entire nations through cyber warfare, pointing at earlier such warnings issued by Wikileaks.

Number: Three
Title: Tennessee Klan Chapter Behind Attacks Against Canadian Climate Scientist
Date: Saturday Nov 14th, 2015
Name: Karl Heinrich Heiti

Content: Winston Miller is on the scene for a while – the oil price surge crisis, Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, Fukushima, the oil price dump crisis –, and he maintained a stringent vector of analysis: the only viable answer against climate disorder is a collective discontinuity erecting the flagpole of individual responsibility once and for all; the elected governments have merely brought about tug-of-war over the fabric. Furthermore, for the impending Iwo Jima in the battle between science and greed not to become a harbinger of nuclear disaster, consciousness is to be raised that once the post is anchored, all the irradiated flags waiting to be attached to it are to be discarded and an uncontaminated pattern composed, before the rest of the way can be taken. It is an easy guess that the latter criterion, representing the essence of a life of activism, has made him enemies, not only among these who got something to lose in climate change, but even more so among some aspiring to win something from it. In this episode, one of them experiences utter deconstruction.

“It is a pity that this particularly vile propaganda piece against climate awareness cannot avoid to admit that even if I were to green-wash its issuers as suggested, the near future would still be so uncertain that sovereign people might rather remain undecided whether to sign a petition whose signature list could come up again on some government desks in a few years” Miller said, pointing to a booklet recently released by the Ku-Klux-Klan´s Chattanooga, Tennessee chapter featuring a caricature of him waving a Confederate flag in front of the Eiffel Tower. Inside it says Miller had become a friend of the Klan, due to its stance on population growth and also because the chapter had heroically defended him against
phoney fatherhood claims.

“Not long ago they made such claims, but now they switched their spin. I have always been consistent in my belief that before the war against Nature has irreversibly ended I will not marry, not even for an hour. This has nothing to do with the Klan’s marriage preferences. Why would I build my house on sand, even if it got beautiful windows?” Yet the Klan said it had defended its friend against diverse Black women besieging the court system with phoney fatherhood claims against Miller, and as a result the two sides would have come to endorse each other.

Miller said there had in fact been such a claim by a white woman tied to the racist body, and that it was embedded into the same smears still making up the background of the Klan’s current assertions. “It was kind of bizarre because the attack was masquerading as an endorsement of what I do, so I talked to a gynaecologist among my readers. I thought maybe he could tell me what kind of issues these Klan kids had about my reporting on the demographic dead end. He examined the content and alerted me to a detail I would not have noticed. The black and white narrations both were using the same story element. You remember when Tina’s Network Talk hired those detectives to prove me wrong?”

At the time a talk radio host had collected intimate details about Miller as to figure out whether there was a suburb tank in his garage or an annual pilgrimage flight on his schedule. “All they could come up with was that I had put a bag of clean laundry into the machine without necessity because I had placed it next to the used one and answered an incoming phone call while doing my chores. I have been using different bags and stored them with a distance in between ever since, even before I learned how interested these crazies were in it.”

Tina’s Network Talk then went on to roll out a big story alleging Miller had lost his environmental credibility quoting villagers saying they had learned that others talked about how he then would have been running around the house yelling at the laundering machine. But Miller said just because illegal wire-taps would prove these claims wrong, the talk radio’s failure to admit the former did not mean that the latter was right. “I had then gone on processing the other bag, and installing stronger hooks for the line. Now the “unmarried guy loses temper over laundry malfunction” story element again is piled up in the propaganda.”

The gynaecologist who is familiar with the broadcast concluded that in terms of demographic science that meant the making of a phoney smear defence claim was to be regarded as morally equal to the making of a smeary fatherhood claim. “Which,” said Miller, “is exactly how it felt to me. The lady got more than a few screws loose, she also is deliberately misspelling my name, please take care brothers not to pick that up. I thank my African friend Joschua Gewindeberg from the Catal Hueyuek Reenactment Project for his research.”

Miller also said that once Gewindeberg had published an estimation that the Ku-Klux-Klan got him wrong naming the radio host, the latter reacted immediately with harassing African scientists, calling them at their laboratories into a live broadcast and telling them they had won the lottery of the Children’s Help Foundation of this or that Absurdistan. “But they responded professionally: One served her a glass of water on his desk pronouncing a toast for the abused children among her followers, and another one responded with a technical suggestion so absurd that it could be child-easily debunked, but only with the
mentioning of a few facts very, very inconvenient for racists.”

He said he would leave it to others to collect signatures for a boycott of the program because that was more efficient than a campaign anchored with his ego. “I see my personal duty in teaching these who do not yet know what she is according to the specialist I trust.” Miller concluded TNT’s most recent claims that he was resentful against its advice because he had lost research notes in the pockets of his pants were too hair-dragged to comment upon and described the show as a burst of hot air in need of a fresh breeze.

“I hope it is not being perceived as male chauvinism, since I do not have mine prepared by a female servant but do it myself, to say that she better ought to entertain her followers with her favourite food, which with near certainty is not the same as mine.” Asked whether he feared the Klan’s violence when making it look dumb he said Gewindeberg had described the booklet as “a weird approach to catch up some of the racists who lost their homes in forest fires, floods and heavy winds. Let’s not forget that it is them who are driven by their greed and their fears. We in contrast are the ones who calmly decide the reactor whose safety estimations do not suffice our standards to be disassembled.”

“You can easily spot the fascist among the conservatives when you see it leading them. The fascist will take any opportunity to put the plain old conservative on track against us, and let it roll to politically decapitate people like you and me, but confronted with the expectation to take responsibility for its actions it will jump off the train once the steam engine has run hot, and expect us to derail the locomotive and untie the target, rather than stopping it where it is and possibly be asked why just there. The fascist is the one which will then claim that that was all just a message to us how close it could come, rather than the death threat this is.”

“It would have been smarter to abstain from tossing out nicknames for alleged children that do not even exist. If they really cared about mothers they would not have done so. These apes could as well be harassing astronomers with headlights. The only realistic way to stop this is for the U-Lux-Lan to drop the letter K, because that is what it looks like to me, a LAN party gone beyond human sanity. I am not going to sue for compensation, because once the right thing is done all the financial issues behind such propaganda will systemically adjust, which is why it is the right thing in the first place.”

“The lansmen are to hand in their rare initial to their tax adviser to give it a completely different purpose. Then, instead of paying a carbon tax of $18bn they can pay a karbon tax of $88bn, or maybe an extra kkkarbon tax of $135bn if they do not agree just in time. Yes, it would generate an avalanche effect, yet the true cause of increased avalanches is not the individual but the climate disorder, or in their case klimate disorder.”

“So much for the morons. But let me say something more fundamental on the issue of open source. Any open source program you produce can also be used by your enemies. If you have enemies driven by a stay behind fascination it is likely that they will take for free what otherwise would take them efforts to steal. Hence it is important to produce one-piece solutions which cannot be selectively cut back but only taken as whole or discarded as whole. You will have your own purposes to put them on tracks of your usual size, or a hard time pretending if you are an enemy, but no one may line up behind mine.”

“Once open source is done well, this side effect is vastly outmatched by the usefulness of the very same
programming to your friends. If we cannot prevent our enemies from stealing, we still can deprive them of the monopoly benefit in it. And more important than that, by doing open source programming you can make that strategic step with your results rather than with your ego. For everyone, the serious smith gives away the knife not the workshop. Plus a hammer to make your own, or at least smash a misconstrued reactor, if you are not that ambitioned.”

“Hence we have enemies with hammers, and violet fingertips as well. Currently they are at the stage of the naive native who extinguishes wildlife biodiversity in exchange for consumerist crap, and maybe one of our tools here or there. This is why you can see significant roll-ups and reshuffles on the side of our enemy. Using our ideas because our ideas are just better than theirs out-competes all other local tendencies. So theoretically it could be argued we were naive natives as well, since we were using – quote – their – unquote – technique of encroaching seduction to undermine imitation tactics. But in a wider perspective this is a pattern coming from the animal kingdom where natural evolution works that way, the consumerist crap is merely dinosaurs. And like Nature, we just provide the possibility to lift your mind, yet the bird and the bat have to invent their wings independently from each other.”

Miller said observing the effects of his teachings on neoliberalists and memorandists often felt “like Picasso explaining Guantanamo to the Nazis.” The Klan booklet said together with Miller the Tennessee chapter was staring down "a climate of resentment" emerging from black communities orchestrated by rogue carbon industry investors. It also hinted that the Klan could attempt to poison Chattanooga’s food supply, as in the supermarket attacks eight years ago, if it felt climate scientists were not paying attention. Earlier, the so-called honorary president of that Klan chapter had appeared on Al Jazeera TV claiming Canada was a part of Unitedstates. Miller said Gewindeberg also mentioned police informers in the group, which would render any publication resulting from their efforts worthless.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Four
Title: Iran Using Chumbawumba Trick To Defuse Car Bombs
Date: Sunday Nov 15th, 2015
Name: Heinz H. Clement

Content: It cannot catch the Anarchist who asks some passers-by for a cigarette, breaks off the filter tip and walks away until the improvised fuse ignites the next stage, but it does not need to – because car bombs these days do not come out of backyard garages, but out of electronics factories. And the modern industrial car bomb with its high-end multifunctional user interface can be fought on an entirely different level than its self-reliant lo-tech ancestor. Like for any serial product, the disposal thereof can be serialised as well. Doing so has turned Washington’s ground-based assassination program into a virtual train wreck.

Technically, the industrial car bomb behaves like an answering machine. It hooks up to the cellphone network and lures for incoming calls. Once the message left by the caller equals a pre-configured passphrase, such as “the lazy fox quickly jumps over the brown dog,” it answers with an explosion. If you say “the spoiled unicorn aggressively runs into the bored elephant” instead, nothing unusual happens, other than that your message might be lost once the damned thing goes off with the next caller.
If you were to say “Hi, I am your creator and I got a software update for you” nothing would happen either, because cars don’t upgrade their software that way but only through outgoing connections: “Hi, I am your product, have you got something new for me?” This is the industrial standard to avoid hostile takeover.

Now when one of the Revolutionary Guard’s stealth car bomb scanners drives along a street, it takes over the cellphone network in its surroundings and hands through most of the content to the existing ground antennas. The youngsters have already made a sport out of spotting the grey vehicles when they notice increased transmission quality.

But the bomb scanner looks for answering machines luring inside the cars, and for that purpose filters out all that have moved since the last patrol. The remaining ones then receive human attention as to whether there is just a cellphone in a car with its owner in absence, or a possible bomb. When they spot a suspect car whose owner does not show up, they have it removed to a special parking lot on the outskirts of the city where an explosion cannot do any damage other than to the car itself.

The removal service staff are being handed a special box that tells the car bomb that it was hooked up to the network, while it tells the network that for technical reasons the car bomb at the moment could not take any messages, and which they transport and hand in together with the “blast-frozen” car. The car bomb then, once triggered, can send its possibly unique order confirmation back to the perpetrators before it goes off, of course supplemented with a positioning spoofing feed pretending it had never been moved, while the anti-car-bomb software prints out a protocol for the court.

The occasional unresolved but harmless case remains free of cost for the owners, provided they did not violate any parking restrictions. Being forwarded to the bomb parking ground management by local cops when they report their car as missing, they only receive a warning to switch off their phones when leaving them unattended, before being handed their property back.

The Revolutionary Guards say the cost of the program was only a tiny scrap of the material cost that would have been caused by explosions had they not been deflected. The technique undermines Washington’s allegedly forgery-proof one-time-pad based trigger and confirmation system, so that remote control operators at the Pentagon or its bases cannot tell whether their attacks reach their targets – in fact they receive 100% success messages all the time a significantly unknown share of which is not true.

It is remarkable that whenever the bomb scanner passes by, the car bomb says to it: “Hi, I am an answering machine, do you have any incoming calls for me?” – which is something the Anarchist whom you lighted a cigarette will never do. The Revolutionary Guard says it has counted a low three-digit number of explosions this year, and that the choice of targets implied the perpetrators would like to blow Iran back to a level where no inhabitant thereof would grow skills and knowledge beyond the capabilities of a repair technician.

It said the lag between Washington realising that it was punching the air, and it changing its behaviour was being incrementally estimated by an algorithm certified to hammer out collective psychological
estimations for the court documentation. The available data already was sufficient to prove the existence of a competition element in the campaign, where a putative success message from bombing a target of a certain worth would cause up to four-fold efforts to be invested into car-bombing other targets of the same category.

The country’s Supreme Leader is reported to have remarked in a Friday prayer sermon: “Once we give the imperialist beast a bloody nose, it reaches out with all its paws for more of the same.”

Number: Five
Title: After P-Day, Intelligence Agencies in Disarray
Date: Friday Nov 20th, 2015
Name: Stuart Swift

Content: In the American invasion of Iraq, the centre stone of an entire mosaic of intelligence failure was the destruction of the civilian infrastructure necessary to handle the depleted uranium aftermath due to false intelligence suggesting Saddam would have had his weapons assembled on the launch pad. As a result, the program was attacked in places where it was not really weak, while its actual weaknesses caught no attention, and the overall damage in combination with the radiological effects left the country an easy catch for the Islamic State, where everything can only be better than the official stupidity and ignorance of the national security state.

Besides of the negative effects on Iraq, whose blowback is now biting back so badly into the minds of so many, an entire program of launch pad monitoring efforts was literally wasted, like firemen arriving on the scene only after the smoke has cleared, while the significant links in the manufacturing chain remained hidden, and collateral damage went through the roof. The so-called “surgical war” finally became a bloody brouhaha when it turned out that the only weapons of mass destruction found were a batch of prison guard photographs spectacularly leaked as part of election race apparatchik infighting.

But from today’s perspective it is to be added that the real shocking album is that with the depleted uranium symptoms, all the more so as the country was bombed into medical helplessness. It is this original intelligence failure in Iraq with its weapons fetish and commodity attitude that is at the root of the successful rise of the Islamic State, the post-national entity which now has extended its hands into the underbelly of Europe.

History has no record whether the unsuspecting passengers of the Lusitania in the sinking of their ship had the time to notice that it went down so quickly because it was packed with weapons, but the constellation alone is enough to provide a glimpse into the emotions of its younger generation who never consciously experienced the Saddam era. It must be known so that it does not need to be said again and again that NSA blackmailing European countries over their involvement only resulted in bigger arms deals on the other side of the fence.

The young urban professional Europe that was now hit by Islamic State associates is a war economy which would not have abundant financing, excess speculation, stealth debt policy and so on without an
arms race working as a bloody snowball system. It is so evident that it might nearly escape attention: The Islamic State did not attack so-called crisis countries locked in the yoke of neoliberalist austerity fantasies, but these who compensate the effects of the European currency crisis with war profits that enable them to drag along the rest of the subcontinent through otherwise unbearable conditions. And the French population follows the politicians like cattle, not even asking how it comes that now these countries who opposed the American invasion of Iraq are being attacked over it.

Would it not be more likely for Boko Haram or Al Shabab to strike Paris over the latter’s meddling in Africa? Or is it just self-evident that this war has long gone beyond the stage of antagonism between nation states to a challenge how a world could be structured without the corpse economy and the business of death? The Islamic State may not be a People’s Republic, maybe not even a parliamentary democracy, but undoubtedly it is a state according to the ancient Chinese definition – so many servants sworn to the same chain of command that it can take it up with any individual, and be it only in an asymmetric form.

P-Day has an entirely new quality than the Al Qaeda attacks in the first decade of the century, when digital totalitarianism had just been mounting. Had it then been a renegade faction challenging the intelligence agencies, is it now the coalition of these driven ahead by the manic spying with these left behind by it. P-Day puts the idea that freedom was based upon democracy back on its feet: The Islamic State is the only collective alternative to the national security state – the only form of human mass organisation which can at all coexist with the NS state, whereas coexistence means little more than successfully avoid getting absorbed by it.

A low three digit death toll plus five more wounded for each, that result is being piled up by the background suicide rate in the national security state quicker than it takes for the nationalist theatrics to wind down. Though it is not entirely a chicken-egg situation between the two, because the individual can co-exist with the state as well, though only for a limited time, and the essence of the opposing forces is to remove these limits. P-Day signifies the clue that it is the other way around, that democracy is based on freedom, and we could as well base something on it which does not gravitate toward totalitarianism.

Paris hurt as if it was Beirut – that is not merely a frontal attack; that is so powerful a gesture because it is, such as any terror attack resonating with public attention, a caricature of a hidden attack by intelligence agencies. The safe estimation is that for each dead there is at least one person somewhere in Europe, not unlikely likewise dispersed over the place, just facing an inconvenient awakening as far as unsolicited surveillance regime intrusion into their lives is concerned.

France imagines it could deal out violence without taking back any, Germany makes pompous promises it cannot keep up against the slightest rumour, Britain pretends to be at least as independent from the mainland as Bahrain – if you think all that is just what it is, busy theatrics, then take care of the machinations going on between the American agencies. As for NSA to avoid overtly handing over Islamic State data to CIA or FBI, what it does is it repackages these inter-services leaks as an Anonymous campaign, de-masking the entire blather about humanist values and human rights as alleged war compasses as forgery. Or is the official defiance meant to be interpreted as indication of an official expectation that it will be defeated anyway so that would not make it worse?

With its systematic abuse, obvious to everyone but some gullible people who never developed their
personalities beyond the regressive attitude of patriotism, the national security state shows its true face, even to those who genuinely fear the tremendous blowback now showing up. The so-called “successful anti-terror operations,” which every unbiased observer will recognise as undistinguishable from terrorist attacks, the actual shooting orgies of this war, leave unsuspecting populations with the conclusion that fire-fighters causing more damage from sewage soaking than the actual arson, and far more than technically necessary to extinguish it, would not be bathing in the same amount of a benefit of the doubt as their so-called security forces currently do. Indeed, surgeons “operating” that way would be a public scandal and rightly so, even if the cancer is real – all the more so if the cancer was real.

The NSA’s abuse of the Anonymous identity, which comes after the agency failed to establish a hacker forgery by pissing off one of its major bureaucratic rivals, becomes transparent once the entire fissure running through the surveillance regime apparatus is taken into account: With obtaining total network access before legislators were pushed to enable police to targeted access, it came to a situation where the spy would know where the bank-robber has gone, while the prosecutor would remain clueless behind its desk. This brought about the dilemma of the criminal creep – either the agency sends the prosecutor a letterhead with the information, making it aware of its own disrespect of law-making, or it covers up petty crime to cover up its own big crime.

The third way is for it to somehow appear in public without a possibility to trace it back to an origin. Leaking platforms and hacker identities have become comfortable vehicles for the agents deceiving the prosecutors, which in some European countries led to a hectic ramming through of data retention legislation, not because the national security state had no access, but due to its dishonest interest to cover up to its lower ranks that it has. Simply put, NSA is hiding behind the Anonymous mask as to avoid scaring FBI with its true face. Hereby the Anonymous community gets the Doerner Manifesto thrown into its collective laps to study this type of “security forces” infighting.

Probably it is a safe interpretation that an official telling the public that the rumours he is acting upon would scare it is talking about the radiological or so-called “dirty bomb” – radioactive materials stolen from one hospital alone and professionally dispersed upon population hubs even though not contagious could fill dozens thereof with helpless patients. It would be just like Iraq or the Balkans with very lasting effects. But the Islamic State has only fired warning shots; it never went as far to load its weapons with the live ammunition of nuclear waste. And for the obvious reasons for being guilty of just that, the national security state has not gone beyond vague allegations to the possibility thereof.

On P-Day, the Islamic State has drawn a spontaneous caricature of the national security state’s ongoing and systematic abuse of the people in the blood of the population. Does it have a right to do so, in terms of political legitimacy? Does not the NS state demand in its constitution its own covert activities not to be caricatured? Would it not be appropriate for the IS to respect that taboo for the sake of itself? Yes, yes, yes, but it was the NS which broke it in the first place. And the rest is Cause and Consequence.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Six
Title: Potus Stiffens Foreign Occupation Efforts, Gold Community Not Impressed
Date: Tuesday ov 24th, 2015
In the past it has been a proven recipe to determine the scope of an international crisis to check the gold trade fever curve, and find shock or trauma successfully thrown back at the one per cent appear as market hiccups. Not so now. The recent terror alarm in Europe, both the concert jihad and the duck-and-cover administration, did not give gold the boost harboured by the idea of a world without central banks but with unrestrained markets, and the plan of bringing it about by the means of separatist accumulation. Instead, the trading floors of the fiat currencies are totally included by the Big Bubble of the currency spill, which inflated all assets throughout the markets and hence remains comfortably invisible from inside. Though the economic capabilities have not multiplied. What does it mean? Was the imperialist monster not hit by the November Offensive, or was it hit so badly that it does not even hurt? This is the expert insight.

Linking up to VCVG was not easy. Had not he approached me watching traders on Wall Street and told me that he would like to leave a message it would never have happened. But it turned out Grimmelshausen had read my reporting on the currency scams, and since there are not many who take a detailed look it was an easy clue. He told me we could meet the other day at a public library where he would occasionally use a desk. For now the weather is nice and have a good time.

“Have you noticed what is going on around these people when they take a walk to get rid of some stress?” he said showing me an empty plastic bag. “Whenever I talk to one of them I do ask him whether he knows why that bag is red and not black. From their response I can immediately determine whether they see through it.” I told him that I could not see through either colour and asked to elaborate. “Quite simple, the red bags are easier to spot along the way.”

“Users are expected to dispose them into garbage cans once they have taken up the waste, not behind trees or stones. Just like in a government budget where you would prefer openly visible red numbers to covert debt hidden behind an auctioning off of business licenses. Economic speculation is to be contained in the stock market, not to be spread out as the daily dish of the government. Bags like these are being provided by the public administration for dog owners to live up to their duties.”

“Is that what traders spend their time with?” – “Mostly not, but they intuitively understand the colour coding. And some do understand that I mention it because of what is going on around them. Since I published the findings on the NSA honking program, I found that the evil empire has a similar program targeting the financial markets. And I am asking you to report about it as a punitive measure to see its originators receive a significant taste of their own medicine.”

“One of the specifics of the honking program is that scientists usually do not have social enemies, unless you are doing irresponsible stuff like animal testing or geo-engineering or genetic manipulation, but then you tend to have more critics in your own community than outside thereof. Yet traders do, and that enables our common anti-social enemy to masquerade the actions it carries out not only as bad manners but also as social grudges. For programs like this they are even easier targets, and NSA is doing everything it can to exploit that.”

“Are you sure that you can take care of your stomach, before we continue?” I said I would pass on the
warning to our readers and took a deep breath. “What the spies do is, they bring their pets on the job, usually it is private dogs but the cages in the cars are being paid by the employer, and then they take them out as close to the target as they can and have them defecate there. The poor animals are sitting in their boxes the whole day, and only when some target takes a walk around the park to make a sound decision how to keep the balance they are let out to convey what their owners have in mind.”

“If you were a trader you might be thinking that people hate you because the operations centre of that corporation whose shares went through your hands wasted their time or something like that. You know, like some sports fans might be angry at the fans of the other team because they were annoyed by the brain-dead customer service of the advertiser who put its logo on their clothing. Do you now know whom I mean?”

“So this is why traders tend to retreat into their private properties and rather take a cab than a walk?” - “There may be some people just coincidentally taking out a pet, and some animals with a silent guess of their owner’s preferences. But mostly it is the air-drop program, because that is a matter of investment. NSA is watching stock market movements very closely and is willing to waste considerable amounts of money with no clear purpose against people deciding over huge amounts of money.”

“The victim of your job cut however might have difficulties paying the ticket for the public transport to your workplace, and probably will have to chose whether to keep the dog or the flat. But that way you will be unlikely to get into a friendly chat with the occasional messenger of the bad news. Just like the honking program, the air-drop program is aimed to produce so much ado about nothing that the sound of sceptics would be drowned in noise.”

“There also might be weird side-effects, such as a trader coincidentally eating a lunch in face of a nursing home, the program kicking in full force because the agents find their target to be in a weak task, and the other day the inmates hallucinate they were the city council. Generally, traders like to know the precise amount of effort the government is employing against them, so they can decide over the amount of money they would drop on the street to cover the cost of the anonymous nursing of their rogue followers.”

“Is it a surprise for these professionals to learn that their security services are totally deprecated?” – “It is pivotal to understand that deprecated is not necessarily the same as defunct. It is not that they were on strike, it is way way worse, they are in mutiny. They are trying to manipulate individual traders as to control the entire market. They are not clearly telling what they want to see, but they will be harassing you the more what you do is different from that. The working hypothesis is that the behaviour patterns with which they interact with their livestock are being projected upon human targets.”

“If that is not defunct in the worst sense of the word then you need another description for the worse than nothing state. Yet the problem is, rather would Evangelicals serve GMO cookies in an entry campaign than these guys allowing themselves to become somebody’s tools. No offence intended, I am well aware that this could only happen if the environmental conservation movement were to become laxer on the military than your trademark bunch of cultists selling their apocalyptic propaganda in the streets. I chose the GMO example because you don’t want to buy from your enemies the means to get killed by them.”
“According to my sources, it was cupcakes at a Baptist convention. Is this the Valentin Caspar Von Grimmelshausen way to speak about gold?” – “I have been waiting for the point at which you would come to ask so frankly. Yes, there is a regular pattern that these shifting their assets into gold as to avoid getting hurt in a currency collapse have been targeted by the air-drop program. Doing so is a more consistent trigger thereof than everything else. So the current lack of a gold rush could be rated as an indication that NSA is stiffening its pressure on the traders as to postpone the imminent currency meltdown.”

“At the same time, it is sane not to rely upon gold as long as the Big Crash has not yet happened, because under the current circumstances the multiplication effects cause so much mining that gold might not be worth very much after the crash.” – “Are you convinced of a final crash?” – “I am convinced that it is plausible as a river to say that NSA is, otherwise these god-damned morons would not put that much effort into their air-drop program. I advise everyone to invest in gold only for their own purposes, but never for an ambition to convince others of something or any other indirect effects you might think of.”

“You cannot convince these honks, because the only truth they can reach from within their roles is pack up and go home. All those bases everywhere, before we need a fourth digit to count them. Yes, I am convinced that the existence of such an amount of meaninglessness all sticking together in one big grotesque conglomerate is a harbinger of a crash to come, likewise when the honks come to say ‘Humanity, we have got a problem’ that would be an indication of possibilities to avoid it.”

“What do you as a defining expert make of the NSA air-drop program?” – “I leave it to you to decide what is worse: Meddling in a peaceful situation, or meddling in a conflict in need of resolution. Yet there can be no doubt that this program falls into the latter category. The conflict topology here is that people who are being kettled face choices they would otherwise have left behind before beginning to chose.”

“If a careless trader smashed your material existence then you might suddenly be in that situation. So the stock market control exercised through the animal harassment of individual traders can be read as an indication that we have got the agents kettled – our allies are mirroring them all the feelings they would like to impose upon us, have you noticed the blabber? Once that is so tough legislation must be driven into them.”

“But take care that not every opponent of the crap is true. We reject it because we respect human will. But some merely do to steal the topic, and intend to dispose over people against their will. My own government does not listen to my wish to give my birth-house to refugees. There comes a point when all the false flags are torn down at once. No state constitution may put itself above the unimpeachability of human dignity. If any attempts still, we can always claim we liked the output of the program so much that we do not want to touch it.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven
Title: Commissioner to Athens: Meat for Austerity
Date: Tuesday Nov 27th, 2015
Name: Martin de Goobar
Content: When a hospital goes over the brink of operational sanity into the gutter of the market, it is not that one bed of it shuts down after another, but long before that the average time an employee is available to a patient goes down. The overall picture is not so much the cutting of a bundle of flowers out of a reservoir of abundance, but the cutting of a lawn – you can only pluck those daisies before austerity comes through. It is the opposite of healing, where change is expected to take place whose worth is not entirely consumed by the ensuing side-effects or these of the compensations thereof. Austerity, as the term is being used outside the Himalayas, puts shake-up first and the elimination of side-effects later.

To the dismay of all involved, says Dr. Bastian al Abgar in a new study paid by the Will Work Foundation in Singapore. In a car crash a decade ago, the Dominican businessman who once sold supercomputers to the Third World below any embargo radar by means of his South-Africa-based cargo operations left behind a fortune devoted to a solution of the Fracking Problem, and Dr. Abgar is the latest Solution Fellow to hand in a major research program. He says austerity has long gone beyond the art of finding the point when a beach would be overcrowded enough for everyone to jump into bathing suits.

“I have examined hospitals that have gone on beyond the cutting of the lawn of human empathy. They depend on regular watering of the proverbial meadow of their efforts from thereon. Operation depends on horticultural water availability and irrigation systems. In other words, these hospitals that underwent change-first-organise-later-austerity were in regular need of external supervision – the spontaneous extra documentation efforts only visible from the operational side done by slow-working staff would be the daisy heads to be cut off first, and the external supervision would then sort of try to replace them.”

“When the external supervision is deprecated, e. g. due to bureaucratic nepotism, several of these hospitalised hospitals might dry out at the same time. Yet before that, you might be facing the ugly choice to run a crippled hospital with corrupt supervision. Austerity is the plague of the 21st century. The Fracking Problem has other side-effects, but this is the most obvious one. The crass asymmetry of supply and demand resulting out of insane business models brings local asymmetric exploitation into the reach of speculative investment and hence targets some who were not targeted before. And both fracking and austerity have no sense of what is too much, because they only are local appendices of larger events.”

I called the number in Abgar’s press release and asked his bureau whether I could interview him on the case of Greece. What would he say on the Brussels Treaty States’ Agro Commissioner’s recent proposal Greece could finally cut the Gordian knot of debt slavery with giant animal farms serving the world market? Abgar responded with an appointment when I could call in for the interview. There was nothing of the usual “I am your personal robot network friend and would like to cheer or boo you for doing this or that here” clip in the line, as I asked to be forwarded to the austerity doctor.

“Why can’t you abstain from calling me, brother?” – “An Agro Commissioner has left something on the lawn, and we need something to wrap around it.” – “Tell me.” – “An archipelago of factory farms in Greece mass-producing chicken for Africa, pork for India, and beef for the Islamic market, financed by Russian investors, buying American alphabet soup, delivering concentrated fertiliser to Egypt and orchestrated by a German lamp-shop consortium is being proposed as a final solution of the austerity conflict.”
"And that would create Greek jobs or just hire a few migrating Syrians for a while?" – "The argument is that the geography of the Greek islands was ideal for the safety arrangements concerning the vaccinations necessary for large herds." – "Ideal for spoiled goons out to take the name of their auntie’s parrot and put it on some flashy packages to be spread as widely as possible, maybe change a letter or two to avoid a lawsuit." – "The people there don’t find it funny. There are some islands where no one has laughed for years." – "There are doctor applicants who chose the job when they were invited for a piece of red meat to a restaurant as little kids by adults.”

"So the animal farm project could be described as a contribution to economic growth and a balanced budget and sustainable stability?" – "The budget is unbalanced when you squeeze debt into bidding, because that will cause surplus misinvestment. Debt repression. Can be terminal." – "And in the case of Greece? Should Greece take the Augean Stables Consortium Infrastructure Investment proposal serious?" – "In the case of Greece you see the alternative to the Turkish problem." – "Turkish problem?" – "If you repeat an election that was spoiled by external meddling as with the NSA leaks against Erdogan, then the result will be stiffer but that does not help.”

“And in Greece?” – “In Greece it was not as in Turkey, in this respect the Brazil of Europe. The snitches in the Nazi Vassal Party helping out in small town polling stations had been instructed that on election day they would receive a code through public media telling everyone which of the smaller parties would have to be pushed out of the vote. The purpose was to deprive Tsipras of any alternative to his current deal except the Nazi Vassals. He could have entered one of the smaller platforms and said from there that he changed his mind. Now Athens has uncovered and documented the snitch signal, and presented the evidence in a lawsuit against Berlin, which relayed it, and Washington, from where it was sent.” – "Should Greece then repeat the election?" – "This is about a few thousand votes split upon a few hundred small towns, in a population barely larger than Libya, where NVP members played a role, and about their weight in the overall result.”

“If Tsipras were to repeat the election without those individuals, this particular instance would be corrected, but it would not be the same, the people would be nervous, as the neighbouring one. What do you want? If you want to collect these who nearly have lost their trust in the procedure, then a repetition does not help, it only helps these who want to do something to keep whatever they have.” – “So?” – "So, in the case of Greece, democracy was undermined in the name of democracy – the snitch activation code is proof – and more democracy does not help." – "What could help?" – "The animal farms would scale up and down from year to year with world market changes. It is a job security nightmare. They are part of the misinvestment triggered by debt repression. That is the last thing you might want to put on your lawn. And if you put it on a meadow that you have just mowed then you demonstrate that you don’t think the slightest bit ahead of your nearest choice.”

“But is not the purpose of austerity just that, that we do not think ahead and blindly follow our social instincts?” – “Indeed for the factory farm worker it would be double-dip austerity, both in terms that you never know whether you will be had by the same job next year, and that you take on the attitude of making meat to your next job. As I said, some have become doctors.” – “As austerity cannot help, what can?” – "If you abstain from debt repression then you avoid surplus misinvestment. If you avoid getting from too little to too much without a stop at just sufficient, then you will not be a part of the problem. That is the Will Work Consensus.”
“Do you make any specific recommendations?” “Some people do austerity because they imagine it would leave a neat playground for their children. Before you create an unsustainable playground, get a sustainable life and your little ones will make their own better than you ever could.” “Does this mean that you are an environmentalist, doctor?” “I could have said healthy/unhealthy, just strip off all ideological associations.” “So what does this mean in respect to Greece?” “As I said, Tsipras sued the lame duck that does not even get its legacy torture centre shut down over the role of Chrysi Avgy assets in the election because they stole his choice to break with his election platform party, join Laiki Enotita and boot out the austerity bureaucrats.”

“And he won’t take the Turkish path, but he wants the stolen option to be implemented without further consideration for the formal reason of the existence of a motive to steal it while it was weighed, not merely another election that would not be the same anyway.” “So now what about the ASCII proposal?” “Follow the vaccine profits. Next thing would be they host the pharmalympics. Glyphosate farms that could be blown away by the slightest bit of radiation. And even more so, any impulse of chaos on the food markets could inflate the scale of the facilities. If you don’t have a nightmare today, it may arrive tomorrow without a warning. And it would wrap itself into the lie to have warned you all along the way. Accept my excuse or else I continue.”

“Discard it?” “This belongs into a category of proposals where you can always make some incremental improvement, but that does not help over their congenital error.” “Which is?” “It is an appendix of monopoly totally dependent on it. You could add legislation allowing for the windows in the barns to be opened, and then another package for having them closed when it rains, and yet another one to paint the buildings all in blue, one more to buy all the paint from the same supplier to avoid compatibility problems, and so forth. But you cannot use such changes to eliminate their fundamental internal contradictions and make the business model independent from the monopoly that created it.”

“So what can we do?” “If you were to weigh the ASCII proposal unbiased, without context, you would be in the situation of a person who gets in contact with GMO corn before getting to know natural corn.” “A flexible meat tax?” “And a vaccination tax, and an antibiotic tax, and an insurance tax, and so forth. You can live off the meat, but only if you take the risks chosen by others.” “Is there a fundamental contradiction between how I handle risks and how finance-based austerity does?” “With the ASCII proposal you could get banks to take your risks in exchange, and thereby put everything you do into a dependency bubble, and then you would have austerity with banks in it.”

“Who fathered this?” “The spoiled daughter of an Australian journalist born at the feet of a river dam was married to the heir of an Iowa-based agro-machinery manufacturer for a pension fund speculation.” “And why?” “The Fracking Problem includes that investors herded behind such a proposal are being glued together by the same insane speculation. In this case it could mean they would be agitated over the humiliation in Cyprus and thereby comforting each other.” “Why is there no healthy risk distribution?” “In every disassembling of monopoly, you may find that certain components of it are specifically designed to be reused for completely different purposes as to specifically influence post-crash behaviour in one direction or another. Post-mortem speculation. The poison is still active when the beast is dead.”
“The debt repression and misinvestment.” – “Exactly. The Will Work Foundation thanks the creator of the Gewindeberg system for the regular input. This way you can fix them.” – “The lawn cut?” – “Everything that will work incrementally follows a basic pattern. The ASCII is a wheel of bricks. Or a castle of air. Plus the noise of the livestock.” – “I see. The project depends on permanent irrigation, when there is no clean water available quasi overnight it becomes an ugly legacy, either inflammable or contaminated.” – “Just like the reactor in the desert or the storehouse in the flooding area.” – “To a practical end, what can Greece do now to terminate it?” – “As I said, it has already sued over election theft. The ASCII could only take hold if the opposing views on meat turn against each other rather than keeping focus on it.”

“Hermann Hesse meets Karl May, but Thor Heyerdahl does not join in?” – “Austerity is not a vehicle to bring about decisions. Austerity is a lame excuse to do damage in the name of these who abstain from it. Some people even prefer the most improvised conditions to any involvement with austerity.” – “Finally, why does Brussels come up with those mad proposals?” – “Collective draft militarism. The austerity you see is the by-product of collective draft militarism. Instead of last century´s individual draft you see volunteer armies drafting entire nations through KKK type propaganda. The military makes the nation mad as to harvest enough volunteers for its murderous greed, and blames it all on peer pressure of other nations. But the actual peer pressure is between the military volunteers, and it defines the taste of its austerity as well. Thanks for healing your world and have a nice day.”

Number: Eight
Title: ICJ bans hitchhunters
Date: Wednesday Dec 2nd, 2015
Name: Wendelin Citagrumb

Content: It broke out on Tamil Elam, spread through India and Israel, and from there into Europe and the Americas: Hitchhunters – regime agents masquerading as people like you and me taking a hitchhiker. They have long been a threat to social sanity, since no one except a total newbie would enter a car whose driver has preyed on their communications without getting prepared for a fight over their ego´s steering wheel. You know that you have a hitchhunter when it is beginning to mention details from your phone calls with your grand mother, the Pink Fishbowl Guide says. Now international jurisdiction has stopped the practice as incompatible with human rights.

Here´s the Grimmelshausen verdict on the verdict: “Leading anthropologists argue that Western societies are deeply divided into these whose value system revolves all around attachment to shiny cars, and these who do not want to have anything to do with it. This has not changed since the middle of the last century. But since the car industry as an appendix of the military-industrial complex is the window-front of the overproduction crisis and asymmetric investment is its civilian result, there are these border-line situations where a person will be interested to take an otherwise unused space without producing a market demand for it.”

“The vegetable man on the market puts out the fruit which he won´t be able to sell tomorrow as today´s free lunch when he closes shop – if he thinks in terms of non-zero-sum game. Now how would you like
an attacker to drop a few GMO fruit here or there? It would effectively kill the entire giveaway culture. From a teacher’s point of view, the opportunity to teach how to share without greed does chose the vegan permaculture example because it shows that you can entirely drop money − instead of a cash box you would have a neighbourhood giveaway system open to nomads. The market, even more so the free market, has a herd vulnerability to poisoning. Personally, I do not like to be driven by a piece of bloody meat. That is what the judgement is all about.”

“Now how has the court argued for its decision against market poisoning?” − “Hitchhunting is a situation mixing qualities of the successful lift and the car accident. The survivor, if knowingly even more so than if unknowingly, is in the same state of mind as a passenger who has survived an immediately material accident. The driver drove the car against a constitutional wall of human rights between public life and government activity, but the passenger survived thanks to an air-bag cushion of independent thought. This supersedes earlier arguments that hitchhunting was like the transport of dangerous materials, for which there is regulation. Taking a poison transport and having an accident as described equals getting hitchhunted.”

“So much for the theory. We know implementation is postponed until we take their headquarters. Now how does the average hitchhiker keep the hitchhunters away?” − “This is the dilemma of the common trust. You will have many drivers arguing they could not take you because they were in service. If you asked every driver who offers you a ride whether he was in service, then a hitchhiker who is in service of the evildoers but answers with denial thereof would be lying on service in terms of international law.”

“Yet the new verdict says you don’t even need to ask, because it is like the transport of declared poison plus the actual accident, implementation postponed. The court has thereby recognised that hitchhunting is an attack against public trust, which takes away the burden of proof of danger from the target and dissolves the zero-sum-game calculations determining the precautions possibly taken against it. Using the described filter might only produce an inflation of false positives. And we know hitchhunters are forbidden by their handlers to take any hitchhikers outside of the targeting.”

“Any specific recommendation?” − “When the sheep jumps the barrier, it does not test the post for stability before swinging over it, it either jumps from ground to ground or not at all. You might find yourself in the same car as the hitchhunger, but your mind can be in a totally different state than its one. You might always encounter drivers who imagine a hitchhiker waiting on the parking ground was like a traveller who took a seat in the free shop, just for takeaway. Hence, don’t be a sheep. You are wandering the free shop with your life on your back, but you are not a part of the free shop. Would you like to be a commodity in the free shop? Don’t be a sheep, you might not like getting branded.”

“That sounds like better not hitchhike at all?” − “All independent trolls that might take you are vastly harmless if you know yourself well. When they troll, they waste their own stories not yours. But, what do you do when the hitchhunger tells you it knew that your friends talked bad about you between each other? Even if they did, they would still be morally higher than every hitchhunger. To understand why, study its ideological motivation. Best before you might encounter it on the road.”

“What is its ideological motivation?” − “The ideological motivation of the hitchhunger is the same as that of the entire bankrupt system: The failing state can neither cope with its own uselessness nor become
something useful. Hence it is attempting to forge itself into your way of life to make it appear as if it would have been useful in it. Science calls it the militarist-contrarian narrative. The government does not want you to say: They are of no use to me, even more so when that really is so.”

“Of course this opens up the entire Orwellian scenario of the aggressor in the mask of benevolence. The late capitalist state is a state in which official forgery has taken so much room that you might be surprised how little remains when it is finally being excluded. It also takes the form of hitchhunting. Think of the joke about the boy scout and the old lady who ends up on the wrong side of the road because the little one needs a prop for its theatrics.”

“How do you suggest to undermine it?” – “It undermines itself. It is highly inefficient, and you can easily make it more inefficient, but once you find it targeting you it indicates that there already is a significant amount of resources being wasted against you. If you never have accompanied a dying person then you experience something new. You will assist that person for a while in keeping up its appearance and at one point no longer so. If you know what you keep up for yourself then it is easier for you to help others. But never forget that the only real help you can give a hitchhunter is help it help itself.”

“There was a shrill outcry from certain lunatic fringe suckers over your remarks on the cookie affair. Please comment.” – “Hitchhiker. The wind in the willows / Paints the walls of your house. / The sun in the oaks / Is the roof of your love. / The mood that you leave / Is where I wanted to go. Terence McKenna, 1971. The Pink Fishbowl Guide says whenever you share a cookie during hitchhiking ask for ingredients thereof. When those guys put their prophet at the steering wheels of their lives they should do so as well.” – “Ladies and Gentlemen, as I said, GMO remains GMO and VCVG remains VCVG.” – “And their outcry should be over their arms sales profits.”

“What do we know about the origins of the hitchhunting program?” – “The fascists in India did it after Tamil Elam was overrun by lethal financing speculation, such as Spain in the 20th century, and refugees were roaming across the island. The neoliberalist ideology brought it that they handled the forcible assignment of refugees just like scorched Earth corporations handle resettlement affairs. They used it to infringe upon the freedom of movement, and soon found that it was very much more effective in concert with techniques like cellphone localisation and other gadget crimes. It put people on quicksand many of whom did not know how to swim in slow motion, or that a dragonfly overpopulation tells of the diggers it lives off. Then these selling them the devices copied it.”

“Is there any conclusion you would like to leave for our readers?” – “As I said, hitchhiking is about finding alternatives to producing market demand in an overproduction crisis. Hitchhunting is based on the labour market and on government budgets, hence the goals are not compatible. Hitchhiking can be thought of as a scientific experiment measuring the conditions of a society. Hitchhunting causes a society to develop habits responding to excess repulsion thereof, that side-effect is unsolicited as the court now recognised. It is a by-product of an unhealthy – external-speculation-backed – military coup and proliferated to where the military is not openly visible.”

“Pending the implementation of the respective decrees for the decontamination of all military-afflicted societies, what the verdict has immediately changed is that now any instances of hitchhunting will escalate the self-inflicted self-destruction of the military-industrial complex with its suicidal rape of our
“Yes, no?” – “If governments on the internet are like cows inside a photovoltaic fence, then military coups are the bone-shaking bells on their necks whose former purpose has been superseded, and from the presence of both in the same herd you can deduce the existence of a moronic rancher that does not think.”

Number: Nine
Title: Intent of French Rush to War Remains Unclear
Date: Friday Dec 4th, 2015
Name: Eckehard Thalweg

Little has changed in Europe since the last century, once dragging the planet into world war, now despite industrial overpopulation and refugee influx threatening to sink below the share of world population a political party there needs to reach to enter parliament. In the rush to war of a betrayed generation fleeing its militarist consumerism for the false idealism of capitalist militarism, the tragedy of the last century stages itself as Marxian farce: In Paris, the military is hiring, and just like a century ago certain people are jumping the meat grinder of the war machine like mad. After the 20th century world war, after every wave thereof, all who had followed the signals of the “from bad to worse” course were no longer there. Now, what Lenin´s biographer said about the European problem, that when a president declares an opinion, the other day every street brush worker will boost it, seems more up to date than the military air show.

In historical review, it may appear as one of the greatest jokes of the young century that France took the North American lie about the purpose of the 2003 war on Iraq so serious that it dramatically opposed it for the grotesque fear it might actually be fulfilled: The dismantling of nuclear weapons. The then head of state´s bonmot of the missed opportunity to abstain from military aggression now is backfiring on Nato´s problem child: Had De Gaulle sought the capacity of mass destruction as emotional compensation for having become an Anglo-American asset in the conventional world war, so did every French politician from thereon stick to it as an expression of insufficient decolonisation.

France, squeezed down to the size Napoleon had finally imposed on the great powers of the Thirty Years War, did not accept the natural consequences of its wrongdoing, and played around with its lethal toys in the Pacific, peaking in the New Zealand port bombing of 1986, when it used conventional bomb terrorism as a means to escalate its solicitation of nuclear war. But then, in the 21st century, the same sclerotic Mr. Chirac who had just been collectively dragged away from the temptation of a comeback of the Pacific terrorism, was opposing the then American president Bush´s proclaimed clean-up war, and be it only for a bogus reserve currency speculation – that the Palestinians would be foolish enough to drag the Saudis into the European central bank, like the Israelis had done for the Americans in the collapse of the British empire two generations earlier.

Born out of the geopolitical confusion there appeared the linguistic masterpiece of the Coming Insurrection, and come it did. Contained by the then still intact insurance market bubble, the increase of car fires that came about as a blowback against the official repression was reflected in election politics bringing a representative of the repressive apparatus into political office. The insurrection went on in the
ex-colonies where heads of state made way for it, making Sarkozy so resentful that he turned against Gaddafi, who had taken up the responsibility to coach the French and give them an example how to give up nuclear weapons at the peak of the 2003 war.

Sarkozy presented a superficial clean-up only good for manufacturing consent while engaging in aggression against these handling their toxic assets right – though Gaddafi might be called naïve for swallowing a bilateral deal with the Americans, to remain a precedent for other nation states. Sarkozy’s resentment represented the colonialist scum that develops when a nation solves its overpopulation problem by exporting second-rate characters as colonialists, and it cost him his position. The spoiling of his aspired comeback by the alternative nationalism benefiting of the current official hate sermons was programmed.

He was followed by a business whore that is a playball of the so-called security services. Had Napoleon inside Europe been a progressive force, a military man though but like Assad one overwhelming all the established figures of the apparatus, so would it be his role in Syria alone that international jurisprudence, if in effect, had to weigh as a matter of compensation claims. One could say France’s rush with military war planes and warships to the Syrian border follows Russia’s intervention on the side of the republic, or the American meddling in the janissary mask at the Saudi court table, or drop it there, they don’t feel too dumb playing this after the world understood what the Islamic State said about the bomber pilots of the Gulf Emirates under American command – no offence intended, but the theatrics of Unitedstates ambassador to Unitednations really is that ridiculous.

That the war planes are supplemented with mid-air refuelling aircraft is an operational detail experts underline as alarming – in short distance to the Syrian border, the only situation where such technically precarious equipment would be used would be a shooting war between rivalling air forces. Since the Islamic State does not have such a thing, it can only mean the Syrian air force, but that is so outmatched by the European gunboat diplomacy that the presence of mid-air refuelling capacities can be read as an expectation that soon the various allied air forces besieging Syria could turn against each other. Only when there is a background risk of military aircraft being shot down and taking longer flight paths to avoid it, the accident-rich mid-air refuelling technique is preferred to ground-based refuelling in the airbase or on the carrier ship.

It is the vassal regime in Madrid which covers up the drastic consequences of such accident since two generations, but just like electronic missile defence, when inserted into a symmetric conflict, the technique can bring about political unreliability much worse than the immediate technical risk alone. After nuclear deterrents turned into friendly dirty bombs in a bomber refuelling accident, due to the quantity and energy-intensity of the burning kerosene, the accident caused what professionals looking at the Trade Towers attack later came to describe as the oven-house effect. Imagine a burning house had a giant damper built in that could be turned between vertical and horizontal positions, and take the point in the time line of the fire when you would turn it, and you have an idea what a fuel splash does in no time.

It should be added for comparison that the Russian war plane shot down by Turkey was comparatively harmless an incident, since it did not carry very much fuel, and Moscow can make a credible argument that it only took the shortest way back and forth, and would not have had the capacity left to fly a stint straight against Ankara to drop a rotten apple into the front yard of an internet corporation branch office.
which betrayed the people to the national security state. But if someone shoots down the refuelling
provocation over Turkish territory, Erdogan only has himself to blame.

It is sad irony – while the fascists are attempting to green-wash themselves in climate conferences,
chewing one lame promise after another dished up by their public relations staff what they might do if
only their leading opponents were to vote for them, the militaries of these very same regimes that claim
to clean others the way are bragging about setting oil wells on fire and smashing the clumsy equipment
of a toxic industry. The environmental damage of war alone deprecates any words spoken in a Paris
conference room. But unlike a fascist government, the climate can be positively changed or negative
change thereof avoided by a change of behaviour.

Yet if you believe the behaviour of the government would change when it notices you voting for it, then
you do not know which political adviser walked away from his boss with the proverb of the pilot leaving
the ship, and were to believe almost anyone. Back to France, which is now again grabbing for West Asia,
flanked by the same EU-3 that had to be discarded for P5+1 in the nuclear negotiations to get beyond the
failed Paris agreement of 2003. It turned out that the term “suspension” of a nuclear program did not
carry any unequivocal diplomatic meaning. It was this deprecated diplomacy that was hit in the Paris
attack of Friday the 13th, like a city council has a car wreck removed after a while if the owner does not
care for himself.

But there are these people in Paris who still do not understand why Muslim warriors in their
reciprocation use them as props of their air shows – people who do not understand how the military
works and stand in front of what they perceive as a terrorist attack like an ape in front of a mirror. Or
they look at Wikileaks and think it was a loner on steroids when in fact is the ambassador of unknown
numbers of people adapting their lives to avoid harassment contact by agents, and who are honestly
convinced that it is not their obligation to kick and scream in public. It is the military which is on
steroids. They look at the youth culture bombings, and do not understand that they see a mirror of the
military menace going on behind their backs. What happened in Paris depicted the effect of American
agents flooding an European city where a target has left an anonymous signal – they will be looking
around and into private data of a large number of people coming somehow close to their expectation of
the target, and if the covert Assange does not show up then these collaterals are the actual targets of an
overheated apparatus at the brink of breakdown under the load of its internal pressure.

Yes, France is wavering and its fraudulent allies let it happen as if they wanted the Islamic State to do the
same in green. Effectively, the dead of Paris were killed by the pathetic destroyer of himself, Hollande,
with his own hands, when he knowingly and willingly decorated the American false flag agents a few
months earlier, which he would not have done would he have cast an open ballot over it among the one-
hundred-something who went for a cultural substitute of death, and got real death as if they had been
Africans encountering French soldiers. Had the vassal not betrayed his own people, the bombers would
not not have had an inspiration. The rumour that guns would have come from the nut belt of an American
military base in Germany are to be put into the same category as these concerning the false flag train
incident. Likewise, would not the oil price be the actual climate bomb, which climate conferences are too
cowardly to mention, and would not every crackpot dictator around the world carefully observe how
devastating the disinformation warfare of the fascist democracies is, Mr. Assad would have no inspiration
for any barrel bombs.
But then the presidential business whore rages against its equal competitor as if the Thirty Years War had never happened and the failure of the one state idea – to which Napoleon significantly contributed – was not permanent. And there still is that bizarre propaganda that France was fighting for some form of freedom – yet the only real freedom can be achieved when the state ceases to control and everyone could prepare some terror but no one is interested to – because there is no monopoly on terror any more that needs to be dismantled, as there currently is. The Paris series of attacks would not have occurred, would it not mirror what is going on behind the backs of a society betrayed by its government. Any finger the military or the police state does move can only be part of the treason. If France does not like to be hurt like an American-pimped show prop, maybe it ought to become sovereign by finally giving up the nukes? Oui, on peut demoli.

Number: Ten
Title: Ahmadinejad Files Complaint Against Unilever
Date: Tuesday Dec 8th, 2015
Name: Hadayatullah Hirtenhorn

Content: He is more radical than the petition campaigners – according to Iranian ex-President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, for a corporation that has committed what he calls the mortal sin of violent propaganda, it is not sufficient to change its policy and behaviour. Once certain criteria are fulfilled, so the notorious hardliner, a corporation is to be dissolved, its corporate identity purged off the market, and “no window is to be left in its wall, no desk is to be left on its carpet.” That is the case, so the Iranian political heavyweight, when the corporate identity and not just the product is subject to tampering. According to Mr. Ahmadinejad, the American designer-food conglomerate Unilever has crossed that line and is to be disassembled.

Ahmadinejad says he was not asked by the corporation whether his face was available for advertising so-called Russian czar soap branded with the Iranian name Jamkaran, that actually is made in Egypt after an undisclosed recipe of which the manufacturer says it was originating from Russia and recommended by the prominent Iranian politician. None of this is true, and the name is inappropriate as well, says Mr. Ahmadinejad. “Apparently they were so certain that I would not enter such a deal that they never asked. It remains unclear to me why they would need me, for if it was as good that I would use it, for the mere reason of preserving the integrity of my public judgement I would abstain from any involvement in selling it.” Environmentalists have described the product as a dangerous incentive for rainforest destruction and called upon Unilever to change its purchasing and marketing policies, but Ahmadinejad did not join a collection of tens of thousands of signatures on the net as some commentators had been speculating.

“I donate the unsolicited publicity to a solution of the corporate crap conundrum. Why are Western cultures stuck in corporate crap up to their ears most of the time? Solve this and I will drop all the momentum from the campaign into your solution’s electric alms bowl.” He also said that he believed clerical excellence was defined by the ability to disable likewise abuse in the first place. “This time it was me and a household supplier, we must make sure that there is no next time with you and this or that
corporation. I think that the high water mark of abusive advertising should be left to the rain of true words. Besides that, Saddam would have been proud of their devastations. Screw Unilever.”

Ahmadinejad did not comment upon a plagiarism of his famous “Letter to Mr. Bush” in which he had warned of the current situation in Iraq, coming as a fabricated letter to the czar praising the supposed special qualities of the product – such as speeding up the procedure of body care – targeting a market of men reluctant to take cosmetic suggestions from women. He said that the complaint would not be delivered to any Unitedstates authority, but instead a large number of copies thereof freely distributed on the stock markets. “Even if the central banks collect all our leaflets, they cannot legally dispose them. Do you know that the European central bank alone is stuffing another office floor with filing cabinets every month only to store the government bonds it purchases, like a molten reactor blob eats a pressure vessel? They will need another new building soon, or add a few floors on top. Same with our complaints, everything traders do not pick up directly fills up that office space.”

He argued that for the handling of the situation it was irrelevant whether the product was on a list of items he had tested, and insisted that he had checked sufficient specimen to decide without a product test. “What do you think? How realistic is it that a person would test a product of which the manufacturer already concluded that it sells more successful if the person the sale is being associated with is not being asked for consent? Our revolution would not be worth a drop of oil if it could not defend us against that. Just think of all the poor people in Western countries who experience the same, but cannot convince a judge how a corporation they criticise plagiarising not only from their creative commons no-re-commercialisation protected works but also from their privacy does commit a crime, because they could only present the court with originals and plagiarisms but not with forensic evidence that the advertiser was spoon-fed by a spy. Yet we figured out that the product Unilever is trying to associate with me is a net loss, and they are only funnelling money into it for harassment.”

“In the last days you have again seen the best and brightest of the self-destructive civilisation throw such packages at climate summit participants. These people are without sin, even those among them who reject me because they reject Unilever corporation. Yet as a statesman, I like to throw something completely different at the fools. If everyone agreed to end the war and solve the climate problem tomorrow, there would still be the war damage. Can you imagine these hypocrites to sit down with you over a glass of uncontrolled groundwater and talk about reparations? I personally believe any reparation issue can only be finally settled when doing damage has ended. Yet the key to solving the climate problem is to agree upon reparation issues before we start shrinking the world economy, because in the middle of the shrinking process agreement on reparation will be less likely than before, and the world cannot wait until afterwards.”

“What is the appropriate reparation? It has to come in all at once at the defined point, so much is certain. Our advisers have checked the stars and the fires and found that there is only one solution – it is to be a payment to people, not to states. We calculated it through – seven, maybe eight billion people, seven, maybe eight generations of loose fossil valves, if everyone in the world gets a monthly income of fossil revenues then the market price would make alternatives so attractive that people can swiftly readjust without pressure. The price of oil, gas and coal should be determined by reparations. When less is consumed we make it more expensive so we can ensure that reparations will be paid, and one day when mineral oil is only being used to reduce mechanic friction a regenerative economy will pay golden prices
for it that still finance everyone a friction-less income that enables them to do whatever they want without risking their existence.”

“All serious analysts now have understood that the Saudi spilling policy and its Western tools must be extinguished first for a climate breakthrough without a rush-through of this or that toxic asset to become possible at all. We broke the nuclear checkmate, if you don’t like that then you are free to throw the entire atomic chessboard. If there was climate agreement before nuclear disarmament then you would have vassal rush-through, just like in Europe between the breakdown of the Roman imperial security fence and the Crusades. Where we talk about solving problems, they talk about giving signals, apparently to exploit a rush-through rather than to prevent it. I propose the conference decides a resolution that keeping up Nato is incompatible with climate needs. Nato is an obstacle for Unitednations to find a common line on Saudi defiance. You might find a weasel whining about Al Saud once in a while, but we have to lead them towards pulling the plug of Nato. Just look at Nato’s origins and context and history. It is stuck in an illusion of unlimited energy, and only still there because Osama bin Laden gave it a free ride.”

Mr. Ahmadinejad said he was once asked by his religious leader what he thought about the presidents of other countries. “I told him, in my speeches I occasionally dish out a rhetorical sweet for children only, like a teacher among unknown colleagues facing an audience. Then, when I hear some of my counterparts speak, I see they are licking their fingers for my work and have their faces smeared with it, while they defy any rational argument I made therein. Teachers use to do this to see whether the dumb are honest or not, because only the smart come close enough to them to check it directly. I told him that it is difficult to treat those colleagues as if they were on an equal eye-level. He said it was the same with his colleagues. The divine purpose of it is for children to be able to see from a distance who is a dumb liar. And enjoy the content if you like.”

He was not receiving mail addressed to the Presidential office, the ex-President asked me to pass on. He added that all Unilever-related mail arriving there was forwarded to the defiant corporation: “Usually people write, I found this, have you seen this, what do you say about this. Well, ask Unilever as long as they are still there.” Asked whether he had something to say about advertising contractors who might be unaware whether their product was consensual or non-consensual, he said: ”What did your churches do when their views on abortion got unpopular? They came up with free dancing sessions for the unborn. Why can’t you improve your popularity without stepping on my feet?”

Number: Eleven
Title: Warming Limitation Treaty a Scam, says VCVG
Date: Friday Dec 11th, 2015
Name: Ernesto C. Schwarz-Driver

In a nutshell, the diplomatic battle between politicians, scientists and activists can be compared to a dynastic inheritance war of the pre-democratic period, in which there used to be four sides: The monopoly clingers, the innovation rivals, the alarmed neighbours and the suffering people. These four sides would then prevail in that order, structuring the feud into four periods: The rebellion, the
intervention, the famine and the restoration. In the climate fight, all these ingredients – the fossil lobby, the scientific community, the activist counter- or perma-culture and the war-weary masses – can be found in the set and setting gravitating around the recent diplomatic event in Paris. But a lion’s share of all four also is alive in the Arab Independence Movement – oil administration privileges, cutting-edge counter-intelligence strategy, regional rooting and popular backing. And yet the elephant in the room was not invited to the table in Paris.

This is why the warming limitation treaty worked out there is a self-evident scam, says Valentin Caspar von Grimmelshausen. He compares Saud to Hapsburg as much that both have lost a multi-generation war long before anyone else won it, making it a struggle without winners for most of its duration. Yet the two superficially incompatible sides in the international arena can be framed into the inheritance war scheme as well: The democratic politicians, the independence seekers, the scientist/activist crossover scene and the threatened populations. I talked to a leading policy architect who argues that the quintessence of millennia of war history is that the lifetime of any monopoly is limited, and its death a historical necessity, or more precisely that military means can only extend its death but not its life. VCVG has declined a job as the UN’s IT guru to become a full-time quitter, because in his eyes a hollow tree is worth more than a hollow monopoly.

"The fundamental flaw of the Paris branch of diplomacy is that it sets a warming limitation goal. That is wrong. It should be an influence limitation goal. Science tells us which influence we have on the climate. Diplomats attempting to reach beyond the science are abusing the scientific community as a buffer between their efforts and the requirements of reality. If you agree on, for example a red line of 1.41593 centigrade, then science tells you which emission behaviour is counterproductive to it, that’s non-negotiable even if it is an interval window or a normal curve. Then politics can do what it can to change its emission behaviour. Yet once you would allow science to get absorbed by politics, since in their rivalry over reaching their goals politicians might then hide behind the front lines of scientific disputes, it would just mess up the community and spoil its independence but not enhance any political results in terms of bringing about the required emission reductions. You would become human shields for politicians you did not elect."

“And since who fails big also leaves behind a lot of small absurdities, it should be noted that the same figures that are lobbying us with nervously drummed-up conferences – in my humble opinion all conferences are a waste of light bulbs – at the very same time are talking about drying up their opponents financial sources and cutting their monetary lifeblood, all of which are dangerous activities increased by the climate emergency and its effect on groundwater deprecation and forest looting. If these people cannot weigh politically motivated financial decisions without rhetorically trumping up with grotesque abuses of Nature, then something is totally wrong with their money. But that is subject of another lesson. When I mentioned that absurdity the first time in public the other day, the fascists boasted their assassination campaign, again proving the existence of a death row. Now they have no way out without saying sorry. The Islamic State is the only surviving hope for an alternative to the Saudi State, and that monopoly has penetrated our politicians and economists so deep that without the former’s help they cannot find together to sanction the latter."

“How do you look at this from Paris? Europe is as far away from an ecotopian nagaland as Africa from the end of hunger. Napoleon formally slashed Hapsburg two centuries ago, which was the best thing that
could happen to the Germanic forests in Europe since the coalition of everyone overran the legionaries. But he failed to get a sustainable clean-up going, and within a few generations the dead empire had been restored under another name. The Prussic and Teutonic nations were such historical aberrations rising from the remainder of the Crusader infrastructure. Then the useless propagandists came up with the idiotic claim that the violence of the restoration war would have been caused by it not having begun earlier, along the line, had we after Napoleon was through continued cutting trees like mad then our grandsons would not have stabbed each other’s back. Bullshit. Would you not attempt to revive a dead empire as a zombie nation there would be no violence."

“Now, compared to pre-industrial levels, the undead dynasty is sidelined, but the parasite it carried is still to be eliminated. Since the Roman infection all European dynasties had been proliferators of Winer’s Disease. Winer’s Disease is a diagnosis kicking in when a person maintains a vineyard and then caught by an illusion it would make the trees bear fruit goes to the up-hill forest and begins cutting branches there. It is called Winer’s Disease after Professor Dan Winer from the University of the People of the East, who during the 20th century world war found that there is no potato farmer’s disease where the potato planter would climb up-hill to the vineyard to treat those plants like his own, as opposed to appropriate to their species like his own. There is no rice peasant disease that would make the person set the potatoes under water either. He concluded that most likely due to a record of cultural alienation and rootlessness the profession associated with his family name suffered an exceptionalism. Today we also know that this up-hill movement is unrelated to that of cold environment species threatened by climate warming.”

“But that is just one tiny aspect of the failure to produce water-proof emission reductions. There have been truly innovative restructuring proposals put on the table, but the key to a solution of the problem remains a restructuring of the concept of industrial economy, since it cannot be reached by political commitments whose entirety is always less than the sum of its parts. The agreement must proceed to the changes necessary to the economic system as whole in order to reach those reductions. The scientific community does not accept the credibility of national governments as a safety backup, for if it were to buy government bonds without looking into their mouths it would be a central bank not a scientific community. Let me just roll out one showcase example of the kind of fraud that is going on behind our backs. It stops only short of governments producing forgeries of each other’s currency – if you trade in ideas you should have noticed. There was a blatant case of penetration of the scientific community by spies as it has only been usual against activists.”

“A spy masquerading as a scientist trying to make itself a name among scientists. Of course the Lady – kind of a Madame Salome of a decadent subsidy nomenclature in the pockets of Saud – had no actual science, only pompous showcase projects of last century science fiction ideas whose arrangements had been mostly fruitless for decades despite resource-intense research, such as terrestrial fusion or genetic engineering or large scale chemical electricity storage. Generations of so-called research at the price of mass hunger brought nothing but a few plant strains that can take bacteria genes as kind of hitch-hikers, and how to shoot these passengers into those seats, but none of the promised intelligent design. Terrestrial fusion is a dead end as well, causing huge clouds of unhealthy speculation deforming electricity grid architecture planning, and so is nano-technology if you design your life-support systems reliant upon not yet invented nano-technology to repair them from the inside when you reach pension age.”
“As I began writing about that kind of scam science her staff approached me and tried hard to corrupt me. She offered me what she praised as a climate-neutral bio-electric car with a new type of ultra-light battery, but when I checked the prototype in the corporate hangar it turned out that the only electric thing in it was the sound system, and the construction was a sort of multiple tandem taking the muscle power of up to more than a dozen people pedalling in concert. She said I could have it for just one symbolic buck if I signed a four year treaty with a coaching firm hiring the servants and selecting the music. I said, no thanks, she said, we change the treaty, bring your own servants and music. I said, no no, even if I was to cast a group eager to drive around with me on an agreed path, or call upon them to come together and take me collectively if they were interested for a while, I would rather do so without getting corrupted by you. She said, I got it painted in your favourite colour. I said, no no no, the climate protest news wire photograph that shows me with a towel in that colour was taken when I had happened to pick the first available one from a donation to an activist project. She said, look I tailored it especially for you, I said, no way, show me your development notes to get me interested. Then she claimed her dog had eaten them any that my demand would have offended her as a feminist, so I left her alone with it.”

“Then she came back to me telling I could use her bio-electric car to operate a sweatshop franchise. I should declare her present part of my business and show myself around as a boss on the labour market to fill it up. She would then pad it out for me with banking loans. I said, look kid, you behave as if you have no alternative to me, but also as if you do not realise that I do have much better alternatives to you. My science is on another track than yours. Then she suggested her employees could change that. I warned her that it is possible for me to pronounce permanent disqualifications and that she was coming close to it. Then she said, so I am going to corrupt so many others until I get you later, and I said, you are mad, never means never, and if you continue insisting that verdict does not even catch dust. Then she said, I am going to buy you, and I said, get out of my life, which of these words is it that you do not understand. Then she said, profit, and I said, that’s because I did not say that. Then she said that as a woman she felt offended by my persistence, and I said you can take your bio-electric car and plant in on an iceberg. I mean, I rejected the annual Himalayan trip the fossil lobby offered to me, I rejected the Dead Sea holiday resort military intelligence came up with to seduce me, how can you assume I would take a bio-electric car with a business sharing from a science fiction scam instead of seeing it as another proof of ignorance?”

“From a professional perspective, my estimation is that her case is like those late Roman landowners, who subconsciously noticed that for their kind it was an era of decline, but their social role went to limit their imagination, and so they imagined the future populated with giant galleys, and themselves as sort of prototypes thereof, all the more so when all they did was rowing through wine barrels of unlimited size. Today even despite the Revolution is still to complete we live totally different from that. What sealed the death of Rome though was in their decline they hallucinated that their veterans bargain would be attractive beside its monopoly status and opened it for anyone to join in, with the final result that all we know of them besides a few captured military files is a copy of a document claiming to be some kind of protocols of elders of revolting galley slaves that ever since was perceived as sufficiently interesting to be reached through all times in between, though integrity certifications appear to be corrupted.”

“I followed the money, in the uninvolved sense of course, and found that hers came from a military budget – or more precisely, it came from Saud and other monopoly stakeholders, but the initial stage of
it always came from a covert military fund enabling her to sort of milk the monopolists to multiply that budget for her scam science. The military would then take her scientific portfolio as a kind of flea market where to cherry-pick rumours as to bolster its speculations. E. g. they would speculate that in a decade or two against their especially nasty landmine of the type X there would be a clean-up system of the kind C developed by one of many newbie scientists currently at elementary school, and then sell that landmine to customers burying it into the ground, and so forth. Can it surprise anyone that this would trigger some newbies to come up with absurd ideas how depictions of female body parts could be used for scientific purposes such as galvanising the attention of colleagues? The grain of salt in it is that having science pimped by the military would be as grotesque as sexual counselling with military means. That absurdity is self-evident even to total newbie kids. Such a society would be wallowing in ignorance and trauma until someone came to slaughter the soldiers."

"We do have to put the coming overthrow of the Saud and its brothel of vassals and janissaries into the historical context where it belongs, together with the end of the Kaiser, the end of the Praetorian, with the end of the Pharaoh, and the end of the Babylon, of the countless destructive monopolies a legacy name stands for. Spy quote-scientists-unquote in the pockets of the dishonest and their spineless skill of spinning conferences into propaganda opportunities cannot contribute anything useful to that effort. I have regularly been asked what I would interpret as a sign of success. The climate crisis should be an alarm signal for Unitednations to find other invisible mistakes in its agenda that are invisible simply because every single nation in the grouping makes them. That is the normal thing to do for someone finding such a mistake by noticing its natural consequences, check whether there are other mistakes of the same type and how they relate to that one. So far that has not been done by the climate killer states. And worse than that, they are willingly keeping up these mistakes to enable themselves to blackmail dissidents, something serious competitors would never do. This is why in my eyes it is the conditio sine qua non for climate diplomacy to be taken any serious that it unconditionally respects the absolute immunity of hemp."
One Goal

Basic Instructions for Imperialist Surrender

Issued on Earth, July 24th, 2012

I. I, the most spied against individual on this planet, in the name of everyone attacked by the regimes and insisting on our rights to our data, hereby provide the people with an opportunity to end this conflict.

II. The collective souls of Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism, led by the secular spirits and concepts of reason, have now abandoned the imperialist regimes. This strength of will is the result of the decision to destroy these regimes until they cease to attack.

III. The consequences of the shameful and useless imperialist attacks against individual sovereignty obviously have to be taken by the perpetrators. The emotions which now converge against the imperialist perpetrators are deeper than in any earlier irregular war crime tribunal. The full application of my plan, out of my current role, will result in the complete abolition of any imperialist regime and culture, plus the inevitable end of the perpetrators.

IV. The time has come for all people to choose whether they will continue to be ruled by the spies of the regimes whose organized stupidity has brought the human species to the threshold of extinction, or whether they will kill the imperialist perpetrators before they kill them.

V. These are my terms. I do not forgive. I do not forget. I do not wait.

VI. There must be eliminated for all time the authority of influence of those who have deceived and misled the people of the world into embarking on capitalist conquest, for we insist that a new order of peace and freedom will be impossible until imperialism is driven from the world.

VII. Until such a system is installed and until there is convincing proof that the imperialist regimes are permanently gone, any concepts in imperialist culture defined by the attacked shall be occupied to secure the achievement of the fundamental objectives designated here.

VIII. The terms of earlier inter-imperialist agreements shall be carried out and legacy institutions limited to public things under total transparency with no exceptions.

IX. There is no intention that the West shall be entrapped as a race or destroyed as a family, but sharp justice shall be applied to all war criminals, including those who have personally spied against me. The people shall recognize the incompatibility of the old system and its spying attacks with any plausible idea of freedom. Any such obstacles shall be removed.

X. The new system will transform the economy of war and exploitation into an instrument each one can handle according to its capabilities and its needs. To this end, the concept of the commons is being put into the center. Money is going to lose power.

XI. Occupation is going to withdraw as soon as these purposes have been accomplished and the new system can sustain itself.

XII. This is the call upon the imperialist regimes to proclaim now the formal abolition of all their spying capacities, and to provide proper and adequate assurances of their good faith in such action. The alternative is total and inevitable extermination.
DAVOS 2013

THE SITUATION IS ALARMING...

MORE & MORE PEOPLE ARE BECOMING AWARE THAT THE WORLD BANKING SYSTEM IS A SCAM!!